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Objectives

• To understand how our actions can influence behaviour and learning.

• To know how daily routines can impact on a dog’s behavior and learning in

the shelter.

• Understand the potential welfare benefits enrichment can provide

• Consider training opportunities during daily activities in the shelter



How we interact with dogs on a daily basis can mean the 
difference between

• A dog experiencing high vs low stress levels

• A dog experiencing a positive vs a negative 
emotional state

• A person being bitten or remaining safe

• Other dogs / animals at risk or remaining safe

• Long term – the difference between being rehomed or not



When working with dogs we cannot take personal responsibility for every problem.

But we can for our own actions, so if we make a mistake we should learn from it.



So How Can We Influence Behaviour?

Meet basic needs

Mitigate stressors

Manage arousal

Consider / change emotional state

Examine / manage motivations 

• Minimise motivational conflict

Helps put them 

in a place 

where they 

CAN learn



How Can We Influence Behaviour?

ALWAYS consider what a dog is 
learning about an encounter

Emotional relevance

Which behaviours work!

Our aim each day should be, as 
far as we can allow our dogs, to 
develop behavioural responses 

that are the ones we want



To do this, we should strive to…

Meet their basic needs so they are in a fit state to learn

Beds, opportunities to go to the toilet, comfortable temperature etc, access to fresh water and 
food

Ensure that medical conditions are under control

Reduce arousal 

Except where it can help us drive the right behaviour

e.g. recall training or appropriate play



Daily interactions



Daily interactions

With all daily interactions, we need to consider:

• What specific events happen day-to-day influencing dog behaviour and learning?

• What body language should we be aware of?

• Is the dog learning wanted or unwanted behaviour (from an adopters perspective)? 

• What chain of events occurs that impacts learning?



Daily interactions

Entering 
and leaving 

kennels

Vet visits

Daily chores?

or 

Opportunities for enhancing dog welfare and 

preparing the dog for life in a home



Enrichment 
opportunities



“Learning what our dogs’ needs are and then structuring an environment for 
them that allows them to meet those needs’’ (Bender & Strong 2019)

What is enrichment?



Enrichment

Enrichment should be part of every day for dogs in our care. 

So, why use enrichment? 

• Promote natural behaviour

• Increase activity levels

• Give more choice/control 

• Increase social interactions

• Reduce unwanted behaviour

• Easy to incorporate into daily interaction in the shelter



Enrichment is making a 

dogs life more 

interesting……NOT 

HARDER!



Types of Enrichment

Food-based

Physical

Cognitive 
(Learning)

Social

Sensory



Food
based
activities



Food-based – What options do we have?

Encourages natural foraging behavior

Caters for different feeding preferences

Licking and chewing can be soothing

Can be given when the dog is alone or with someone (kennel or walks) 

Provides variety



Food-based – Giving the dog choice



Using recycling

It doesn’t have to be complicated to be fun 



Training  
opportunities



Training as cognitive enrichment

Exercise for the brain

Can overlap with other types of enrichment 

Anything that uses some brain power!

Solving puzzles, working things out

Learning new skills and behaviours



Every interaction is an opportunity for learning

Just 15 minutes per day spent in close contact 
with people can have positive effects (McGowen et al, 2018).

Entering 
and leaving 

kennels

Vet visits



Feeding



Feeding time 



Getting dogs in and 
out of kennels



Taking the dog out from the kennel - Management



Taking a dog out from the kennel – rewarding wanted behaviour



Away from the kennel – rewarding wanted behaviour



Physical activities



Physical activities during daily exercise

Physical enrichment is very important for many 
of our dogs who spend most of the day in a 
small kennel (Hubrecht 1993)

Try to think beyond just a walk around the field 
and a run in the paddock.

Remember – it should be enjoyable for the dog 
and their choice to engage.

It can be a great way to build confidence in 
movement and exploring new environments.



Physical activities during daily exercise



Walking dogs 
together



Walking dogs together

Opportunity for social interaction on 

walks and off lead mixing

Being ‘good’ with other dogs has been 

seen to increase adoptability 

(Luescher & Medlock 2009)



Walking dogs together – on leash



Walking dogs together

During the walk – body language to look for 

Displacement 
behaviour

Tense 
body 

posture



Interaction with 
people



Spending time handing out with a dog



Other training – Muzzle training



Scent work



Other training – scent work



Other training – scent work



Reflecting on 
interactions



Reflection

After enrichment or training – always aim to reflect on it

Things to consider: Increase in 
behaviour 

associated with 
positive welfare?

Decrease in 
behaviour 

associated with 
negative welfare?

Did they engage 
with the 

enrichment? 

Did they solve the 
problem / 

complete the 
behaviour?



Summary 

There are 5 categories of enriching activites:

– Food-based, cognitive, social, physical and sensory. 

Enrichment should make a dog’s life more interesting – not harder! 

When taking dogs out we should 

– plan

– assess before action

– evaluate the impact of our actions

– re-assess the dog’s behavior.

Every interaction with a dog is an opportunity for training



Questions



Thank you for listening 
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